
 

THE GASEOUS STATE
Ideal gases us Real gasescalculations using the idealgasequation

what is a gas Gases are mostlyemptyspace

1dm gas capacityof the container

Actualvolume of agas is the volume the gas would occupyif it was condensed to a liquid

Actualvolume is c 1 of the total volume

t name
Totalvolume
basically the volume of the container

Example

Steam ImoI 24dm3 Vol of 1motwater many
water 1mot 18g density

Density 1g1cm3 184ofwater 1g1cm3
p Actualvolume in an 18 an 3
I 100 0.0754 Shows that the actual

24000 volume is a very small percentageof theTotalvolume in an 3 total volume and is mostlyemptyspaceThus it can be compressed

StandardTemperature Pressure STP 0 C 1 atmpressure
Room Temperature Pressure RTP 25 C 1 atm pressure

pressure i is the force that the gasparticles exert on a given area of
its container

SI Units pascals Pa or kPa
1 Pa results from a force of 1N aching on an area of 1
squaremeter



Atmospheric Pressure The pressure that the atmosphere exerts on the Earth
surface at sea level

1 atm 1.01 x 105Pa
1 atm a 1 x 105 Pa

GasLaws

Boyle's Law The volume u of a fixed mass of gas at constant temperateis inverselyproportional to the pressure on the gas
a L or VP constant
P
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Charles Law The volume v of a fixed mass of gas at constant pressure is
directlyproportional to it's temperature

a T or constant

volumen 273.15 C is known as the absolute 0 of
temperature

Below this temperature Charles law
predicts that the gas would have a

negative volume u x t but this is
not possible

i
273.15 C 0 temple So we can assume that it is not
Ok absolute possible to attaintemps below 273 15 c
zero temperature

So chemists use a temp scale that
starts at absolute zero Kelvin

K C t 273 15

TemperatureScales

Absolute Kelvin Celsius Scale Loc



373 K c waterboils 100 C

298K Roottemperature 25 C

273K c water freezer 0 C

O c AbsoluteZero 273 C

Avogadro's law Thevolume of a gas under identical conditions ofconstanttemperature and pressure isproportional to the armour
in moles n of the gaspresent

V x n

putting all three laws together to come up with the ideal gas equation

V x L V X T V x n
p

Boyle's Charles Avogadroi

V x nd
p

convert it into an equation by adding a proportionality constant calledthe gas constant K

V x NI
p

V RnTP

ii I II ideal Gas Equation

An idealgas follows this equationexactlyunder all conditionsof temperature and pressure

Pv NRT where But have to maintain consistency with
i V volume units when using this equation
p Pressure
n moles if P kPa then u dm
T Temp in Kelvin If P Pa then u m3

R 8 31 JI knot constant



important conversions to remember

I dm3 1000 cm

K C t 273 5

1 atm I Ol x 105 Pa lol k Pa

Im3 l x 106 cm3

I dm3 1 10 3 m3

I L I dm3

1mL I am3

Basic Assumptions of the behaviour of an idealgas usingthe kinetictheoryof gases
Important
1 The gasparticles or molecules have negligible size or volume comparedto
the volume of the gas

Important
2 The particles have no intermolecularforces of attraction between them
3 Thecollisions between the molecules are perfectlyelastic ie there is no lossof K E when the molecules collide with each other and with the walls
of the container

4 Thegasparticles are in constant random notion

5 The pressure of a gas is due entirely to collisions between the moleculesand with the walks of the container

RealGases us Ideal Gases
A realgasdeviates from ideal gas behaviour because 2 of the basic
assumptions of the kinetic moleculartheory are notentirelytrue
1 in a real gas the molecules have a certain volume and hence
they have a significant size
2 There are attractive forces between the particles thoughthey
are usually weak

when is a real gas most like an ideal gas
ya

At low pressure and
at high temperatures



a Low pressure v x t
At low pressure the gasmolecules are far apart so they have a

negligiblesize 1 volume since the total volume is verylarge

b HighTemp
particles have a large amount of kinetic energythey will move faster
when they collide theywon't sticktogetherintermolecular forceswould be insignificant as particles will have
sufficient kineticenergy to overcome these intermolecular forces

When does a realgasdeviatemost from an ideal gas
ay
Athighpressure and
at low temperature

a HighPressure Lnegatesthe1stassumption
At highpressure less volume the gas particles molecules are packedclosertogether so the actual volume of the gas becomes
increasingly significant in proportion to the overall volume of the
gas

b Low temperature negatesthe 2ndassumption
particles have less kinetic energy so they tend to sticktogether on

colliding with each
ie intermolecular forces become more significant

nearer to itsboilingpoint

PV n

Nz moreideal

coz lessideal

IdealGas
This isbecause Nz has a

lower Nr henceweaker ID ID
forces
Sinceintermolecularforcesare

p relativelylesssignificant
Nzbehaves more like an ideal
gas than CO2



PV
250K most like an idealgas at

highertemperatures
particlesdonot slicktoget
1mFbecomeinsignificant

east like an idealgas125k
Nz deviatesmostfrom
an idealgasat lowP temperatures
Particleshaveless KE

theytendto sticktogether
uponcollision

IMFbecomesignifican

Example
Listthefollowingin decreasingorderofsimilarity to an idealgas
Hu H2 He CO2 NHS

Most likeidealgas the one with the weakest IMF Helium
why Because He is a
monoatomicgas thus lessnext Hydrogen volume than Hydrogen

43 I gotWhy LowerMe so weaker
ID ID forces

why Relativelyhigher Mr so relativelystronger IMF
5th why why Has the strongest IMF forces Hydrogenbonds


